
Additional explanations on the AS-AD framework. Sections 2 to 4 make reference to the graphics on 

the slides Macro_13_2013 (not necessarily in the same order).  

1. Deriving the AD curve 

2. Demand shock 

3. Monetary policy 

4. Supply shock 

5. Adaptive expectations.  

 

Text below is based on extracts from Mankiw, Macroeconomics, international edition, 7
th
 edition. 

Chapter 14 

 

1. Deriving the short run AD curve 

 

a. Why is the short run AD curve downward sloping? (In the closed economy setting)  

 

When inflation rises, the central bank follows its Taylor rule and responds by increasing the nominal 

interest rate. (See IS-TR model). Because the rule specifies that the central bank raise the nominal 

interest rate by more than the increase in inflation, the real interest rate rises as well. The increase in 

the real interest rate reduces the quantity of goods and services demanded. This negative association 

between inflation and quantity demanded, working through central bank policy, makes the AD curve 

slope downward. 

 

b. When does the short run AD curve shifts? (In the closed economy setting) 

 

The AD curve can be described by the following equation. 

 

 

You don’t need to know this formula or how it is derived. But it illustrates well that the economy stays 

on the same AD curve if inflation or Yt vary. The AD curve shifts, whenever the central bank changes 

its inflation target or when there is any demand shock et. A demand shock here can be seen as 

everything that changes the equilibrium in the IS-TR model – except a change in actual inflation 

(because this is how we find the AD curve!). A positive shock (higher Y for the same interest rate in 

the IS-TR/IS-LM model) leads to a shift to the right of the AD curve, a negative shock (lower Y for 

the same interest rate) leads to a shift to the left. 

 

More precisely, the AD curve shifts in response to changes in fiscal and monetary policy. Any change 

in fiscal policy that increases the demand for goods and services means a positive value of et and a 

shift of the AD curve to the right. Any change in fiscal policy that decreases the demand for goods and 

services means a negative value of et and a shift of the AD curve to the left. 

 

Monetary policy enters the AD curve through the target inflation rate. The AD equation shows that, 

other things equal, an increase in the inflation target raises the quantity of output demanded: When the 

central bank raises its target for inflation, it pursues a more expansionary monetary policy by reducing 

the nominal interest rate. The lower nominal interest rate in turn means a lower real interest rate, 

which stimulates spending on goods and services. Thus, output is higher for any given inflation rate, 

so the short-run AD curve shifts to the right. Conversely, when the central bank reduces its target for 

inflation, it raises nominal and real interest rates, thereby dampening demand for goods and services 

and shifting the short run AD curve to the left.  

 

We can rewrite the AD curve to have Output gap and not actual output on the left hand side to make it 

coherent with the graphs shown in the lecture and in the Burda & Wyplosz textbook. 
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2. A Shock to Aggregate Demand 

 

To be realistic, the shock (et) is assumed to persist over several periods. In particular, suppose that et 

=1 for five periods and then returns to its normal value of zero. (This positive shock might represent, 

for example, a war that increases government purchases or a stock market bubble that increases wealth 

and thereby consumption spending.)  

In general, the demand shock captures any event that influences the demand for goods and services for 

given values of the natural level of output and the real interest rate. 

The graphic in the slides shows what happens in the AS-AD framework, when we see this positive 

demand shock.  

In period t, when the shock occurs, the short-run AD curve shifts to the right from ADt-1 to ADt. 

Because the demand shock is not a variable in the equation determining the AS curve, the short and 

the long run AS curve are unchanged from period t-1 to period t. The economy moves along the short 

run AS curve from point A to point B. Output and inflation both increase. 

 

These effects work in part through the reaction of monetary policy to the shock. When the demand 

shock causes output and inflation to rise, the central bank responds by increasing the nominal and real 

interest rates (by the amount indicated by the Taylor rule the CB follows). Because a higher real 

interest rate reduces the quantity of goods and services demanded, it partly offsets the expansionary 

effects of the demand shock.  

 

In the periods after the shock occurs, expected inflation is higher because expectations depend on past 

inflation. As a result, the AS curve shifts upward repeatedly; as it does so, it continually reduces 

output and increases inflation. In the figure, the economy goes from point B in the initial period of the 

shock to points C, D, E, and F in subsequent periods. 

In the sixth period (t + 5), the demand shock disappears. At this time, the AD curve returns to its initial 

position. However, the economy does not immediately return to its initial equilibrium, point A.  

 

The period of high demand has increased inflation and thereby expected inflation. High expected 

inflation keeps the AS curve higher than it was initially. As a result, when demand falls off, the 

economy’s equilibrium moves to point G, and output falls to Yt+5, which is below its natural level. The 

economy then gradually recovers, as the higher-than-target inflation is squeezed out of the system.  

 

 

The following slides show the time path of the key variables in the model in response to the demand 

shock. Note that the positive demand shock increases real and nominal interest rates. When the 

demand shock disappears, both interest rates fall. These responses occur because when the central 

bank sets the nominal interest rate, it takes into account both inflation rates and deviations of output 

from its natural level. 

 

How about the long-run AD curve? Here, we go back to the initial level of inflation, because the 

demand shock is only temporary. The long run AD curve is not changing; the central bank has not 

increased its inflation target. However, in this example we have assumed adaptive expectations. 

Therefore people do not consider the forward looking component of the underlying inflation, which 

would be the low inflation target by the Central Bank. Adjustment to the new equilibrium is therefore 

slow. (see chapter 16)   

However, in a case of a positive demand shock, it could also be the case, that the central bank accepts 

a higher inflation in the long run and increases its inflation target. By increasing its inflation target, the 

economy could have stayed on the shifted short run AD curve and end up at point Z (see the last slide 

about demand shock Section 5.3). However, if the demand shock is only temporary and we fall back to 

the initial AD curve in t+5, then we will also see a negative output gap. 

 

 

 

 



3. A Shift in Monetary Policy 

 

Suppose that the central bank decides to reduce its target for the inflation rate. Specifically, imagine 

that, in period t, the inflation target falls from 2 percent to 1 percent and thereafter remains at that 

lower level. 

How will the economy react to this change in monetary policy? 

First of all, a change in inflation target means a shift in the long run AD curve. The long run AD curve 

shifts therefore up by exactly 1 percentage point. 

Recall that the inflation target enters the model also as an exogenous variable in the short run AD 

curve. When the inflation target falls, the short run AD curve shifts to the left (to be precise, it shifts 

downward by exactly 1 percentage point.). Because target inflation does not enter the equation 

underlying the AS curve, neither the long nor the short run AS curve shift initially. The economy 

moves from its initial equilibrium, point A, to a new equilibrium, point B. Output and inflation both 

fall. 

Monetary policy is, not surprisingly, key to the explanation of this outcome. 

When the central bank lowers its target for inflation, current inflation is now above the target, so the 

central bank follows its policy rule and raises real and nominal interest rates. The higher real interest 

rate reduces the demand for goods and services. When output falls, the Phillips curve tells us that 

inflation falls as well. Lower inflation, in turn, reduces the inflation rate that people expect to prevail 

in the next period. In period t + 1, lower expected inflation shifts the AS curve downward, to ASt+1. 

(To be precise, the curve shifts downward by exactly the fall in expected inflation.) This shift moves 

the economy from point B to point C, further reducing inflation and expanding output. 

 

Over time, as inflation continues to fall and the AS curve continues to shift toward ASfinal, the economy 

approaches a new long-run equilibrium at point Z, where output is back at its natural level and 

inflation is at its new lower target of 1 percent. Long-run AS and long-run AD curve as well as the 

short run AS and AD curve are all going through point Z now. 

 

The following slides show the response of the variables over time to a reduction in target inflation. 

Note the time path of the nominal interest rate it. Before the change in policy, the nominal interest rate 

is at its long-run value of 4.0 percent (which equals the natural real interest rate r of 2 percent plus 

target inflation of 2 percent). When target inflation falls to 1 percent, the nominal interest rate rises to 

4.2 percent. Over time, however, the nominal interest rate falls as inflation and expected inflation fall 

toward the new target rate; eventually, it approaches its new long-run value of 3.0 percent. Thus, a 

shift toward a lower inflation target increases the nominal interest rate in the short run but decreases it 

in the long run. 

 

 

4. A Shock to Aggregate Supply 

 

Consider now a shock to aggregate supply (st>0). In particular, suppose that st rises to 1 percent for 

one period and subsequently returns to zero. (see equation underlying the AS curve) This shock to the 

AS curve might occur, for example, because an international oil cartel pushes up prices and thereby 

the cost of production. 

In general, the supply shock st captures any event that influences inflation beyond expected inflation. 

 

In period t, when the shock occurs, the AS curve shifts upward from ASt−1 to ASt. To be precise, the 

curve shifts upward by exactly the size of the shock, which we assumed to be 1 percentage point. 

Because the supply shock st is not a variable in the AD curve, this curve stays unchanged. Therefore, 

the economy moves along the AD curve from point A to point B. As the figure illustrates, the supply 

shock in period t causes inflation to rise and output to fall to Yt. 

 

These effects work in part through the reaction of monetary policy to the shock. When the supply 

shock causes inflation to rise, the central bank responds by following its policy rule and raising 

nominal and real interest rates. The higher real interest rate reduces the quantity of goods and services 



demanded, which depresses output below its natural level. (This series of events is represented by the 

movement along the AD curve from point A to point B.) The lower level of output dampens the 

inflationary pressure to some degree, so inflation rises somewhat less than the initial shock. 

 

In the periods after the shock occurs, expected inflation is higher because expectations depend on past 

inflation. In period t + 1, for instance, the economy is at point C. Even though the shock variable, st, 

returns to its normal value of zero the AS curve does not immediately return to its initial position. 

Instead, it slowly shifts back downward toward its initial position ASt−1 as a lower level of economic 

activity reduces inflation and thereby expectations of future inflation. Throughout this process, output 

remains below its natural level. 

 

The following slides show the time paths of the key variables in the model in response to the shock. 

(These simulations are based on realistic parameter values: see the nearby FYI box for their 

description.)  

The shock st spikes upward by 1 percentage point in period t and then returns to zero in subsequent 

periods. Inflation rises by 0.9 percentage point and gradually returns to its target of 2 percent over a 

long period of time. Output falls in response to the supply shock but also eventually returns to its 

natural level. 

In the period of the supply shock, the nominal interest rate increases by 1.2 percentage points, and the 

real interest rate increases by 0.3 percentage points. Both interest rates return to their normal values as 

the economy returns to its long-run equilibrium. 

 

These figures illustrate the phenomenon of stagflation in the dynamic AD–AS model. A supply shock 

causes inflation to rise, which in turn increases expected inflation. As the central bank applies its rule 

for monetary policy and responds by raising interest rates, it gradually squeezes inflation out of the 

system, but only at the cost of a prolonged downturn in economic activity. 

 

5. Adaptive expectations 

 

Throughout this analysis we have maintained the assumption of adaptive expectations. That is, we 

have assumed that people form their expectations of inflation based on the inflation they have recently 

experienced. 

 

As in the case of a positive demand shock, we see that adaptive expectations drive the inflation up in 

case of a negative supply shock.  

 

If the CB doesn’t stick to its inflation target but let the long run inflation rate be determined by 

adaptive expectations only, we see that in case of a lower supply shock/positive demand shock, we 

will have higher long run inflation. In the case of a negative demand shock/positive supply shock, 

lower long run inflation.  

 

It is possible, however, that if the central bank makes a credible announcement of its new policy of 

lower target inflation, people will respond by altering their expectations of inflation immediately. That 

is, they may form expectations rationally, based on the policy announcement, rather than adaptively, 

based on what they have experienced. We put the forward component back into the underlying 

inflation. 

 

In the case for the shift in monetary policy this means that if underlying inflation also includes the 

forward looking component, the short run AS curve will shift downward immediately upon the change 

in policy,  just when the AD curve shifts downward. In this case, the economy will instantly reach its 

new long-run equilibrium. By contrast, if people do not believe an announced policy of low inflation 

until they see it, then the assumption of adaptive expectations is appropriate, and the transition path to 

lower inflation will involve a period of lost output. 

 


